MORGAN'S PREMIUM RANGE

DOCKSIDE STOUT
Full bodied with a rich, roast flavour and satisfying residual bitterness. Not for the faint of heart! The perfect restorative on a cold day.

IRONBARK DARK ALE
Classic dark ale with a generous amount of carefully roasted and kilned malts, giving the beer an intense toasty flavour with notes of bitter chocolate. A robust beer for the robust drinker.

ROYAL OAK AMBER ALE
A wonderfully smooth, full-flavoured beer in true English style, with a malty character, high hop level and light caramel aroma.

BLUE MOUNTAIN LAGER
A smooth, refreshing lager with a light and pleasing hop bouquet, designed to please the palate. The perfect, satisfying refreshment for any occasion.

GOLDEN SAAZ PILSENER
A smooth, soft, easy drinking Pilsener which is golden in colour, lightly hopped, slightly sweet and spicy with a distinct Saaz hop aroma.

GOLDEN SHEAF WHEAT BEER
Golden yellow, highly aromatic American / Australian style wheat beer with excellent head & vanilla overtones. A wheat beer that is clear and bright until chilled, then cloudy but golden.

STOCKMAN'S DRAUGHT
A genuine "from the tap" pub-style beer that is medium hopped, rich in colour and flavour, with a close head. Has a slightly maltier flavour and a touch more colour than a regular lager.

CORTEZ CERVEZA
A pale, Mexican-style light lager with a pronounced hop-bitterness in the finish. Typically enjoyed with a slice of lime.

MORGAN'S AUSTRALIAN RANGE

FRONTIER IPA
Delivering the beloved hoppy flavour of a traditional IPA but with lower alcohol content, this beer kit lets you create a world class session IPA. It has a golden caramel colour with floral hop aromas and the signature IPA intense bitter finish.

PACIFIC PALE ALE
This classic American West Coast craft style beer has a rich amber colour and a full malt character. Its refreshing woody hop aroma is backed up by a crisp, clean finish.

MORGAN'S ULTRA PREMIUM RANGE

BITTER
This classic English style is mostly known for its light colour and malty, fruity flavour with typical hoppy finish. A full-flavoured brew, gentle malt character and robust hop bitterness. An easy-drinking beer.

BLONDE
A light beer, suitable for all occasions. For the weight-conscious, this smooth, easy-drinking blonde ale is a specially formulated lower carb beer that still gives you the full flavour you expect. Perfect on a hot day.

DRAUGHT
Traditional draught-style beer with slightly more intense colour, maltiness and body than your regular lager. Full flavour with a subtle head, this is an easy-drinking beer that will have you reaching for another one.

GOLD
This smooth, golden ale is a mid-strength, mid-body beer that is the perfect accompaniment to a braai, but also goes very well with a curry. It is slightly fruity and malty in flavour, with a gentle hop balance.

LAGER
Still one of the most popular beer styles, this lager is crisp and bold in flavour, with a refreshing clean head and golden colour. A perfect all round beer.

OLD
This traditional dark ale features a robust flavour with hints of coffee and chocolate, balanced perfectly with a light hopping and thick creamy head. Just the drink after a day’s hard work.

MORGAN'S CANADIAN RANGE

INDIA PALE ALE
Formulated according to a traditional Canadian brewing recipe, this dark golden India Pale Ale features a moderate head, subtle malt sweetness and a pleasant, light hop aroma for easy drinking. A true session beer, refreshing on a hot day.

DISTRIBUTED IN SOUTH AFRICA BY:
BREW FOR AFRICA www.brewforafrica.co.za